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This event has been held already. View our new edition here 











The one meeting place for the Dutch solar PV industry

Integrated Solar PV Projects | Smart Energy Systems | Post-SDE++ Financing

Times are more uncertain than ever for the Dutch solar market. The energy crisis leads to soaring energy prices and highlights the market's reliance on foreign countries for our energy supply and system components. Meanwhile, the market is still dealing with issues such as a congested electricity grid, new EU policies and changing financing schemes.

For the past 15 years, we have witnessed and built a dynamic market around the transition towards sustainable energy. Now, this very transition is in transition. With the market maturing, how do we adapt to this unpredictable business climate and formulate strategies to come out stronger and more resilient as an industry?

Join us in Amsterdam for this 15th-anniversary edition of the Solarplaza Summit the Netherlands, to learn about the most pressing challenges of the Dutch solar market, hear from high-level speakers and meet international and local solar stakeholders. Together, we’ll look back on astounding industry accomplishments, and shape the next era of growth.

























The Industry Advisory Board empowering the event

The combined wealth of knowledge, years of experience, and high-level network of our expert advisory board members help shape our program and enhance our event. Their involvement guarantees the practical and inspirational relevance of our event in the dynamic and ever-evolving solar landscape.











Amelie Veenstra
























Amelie Veenstra


Policy Director



Holland Solar









Amelie Veenstra is Policy Director at Holland Solar and has influenced a lot of policy making for the solar energy sector. She has over 20 years of experience with renewable energy and sustainable building, and has worked a lot on creating the right market conditions for new technologies, with a primary focus on solar energy. Netmetering, SDE+(+) and grid issues are nowadays dominant topics. In addition to contributing to the creation and execution of the national climate agreement she is involved with municipalities and provinces for shaping adequate policies. Amelie closely follows the developments of the regional energy strategies in the Netherlands.
















Floris Leuftink
























Floris Leuftink


Investment Director



Klimaatfonds Nederland









Floris Leuftink is co-founder and investment director at Klimaatfonds Nederland. He is responsible for investments and fundraising.Klimaatfonds Nederland is a Dutch solar investment fund focused on large scale solar energy projects in the Netherlands. It enables developers and project owners to accelerate their project development activities by providing them with Dutch capital, knowledge and bankable contracts to successfully realize their solar projects.Prior to founding Klimaatfonds Nederland, Floris spent over 12 years as a solar energy finance, investment and development expert for and within several key industry players such as PwC, Hanergy and Sunrock. In these roles, Floris was involved in the development, financing, acquisition and construction of large-scale solar projects in Europe with a total investment value of over € 300 million.
















Annemarie Schouten
























Annemarie Schouten


Head of Solar Development Netherlands



Vattenfall









Annemarie Schouten is heading the solar development team of Vattenfall in the Netherlands. She is also active in the board of Holland Solar, being responsible for large-scale solar. Annemarie has had a leading role in creating amongst others the Holland Solar code of conduct for developing ground mounted PV-installations. This in combination with an in depth knowledge on developing solar parks and her intrinsic interest in innovation and renewable energy, ensures that she knows what it takes to create future proof solar projects. Annemarie has a legal and business background and is motivated to take the Dutch energy transition to the next level.
















Harry Wolkenfelt
























Harry Wolkenfelt


CEO



Solarif Group









CEO & Founder of Solarif Group. Industry leader & expert in the world of insurance, banking, sustainable energy and investments.Harry Wolkenfelt is a worldwide known entrepeneur, investor, speaker and trade missionary. His major contributions to the solar industry and smart, solid insurance solutions are greatly appreciated by a wide range of business organizations, governments and the larger society.Due to his broad experience in investment banking he has a solid background in finance. Over the decades, he managed several large teams and businesses in order to keep growing and conquer both large scale & niche markets.The Solarif Group is unique and known for its excellence and variety in service.By prodiving smart solutions for large scale solar investments, a connection is made between sustainability and economic growth. Whether you are in need of a professional, specialized Solar Insurance, Risk Management of your products & projects, finding the right amount of investments or by Smart Financing your project: we are here to help you grow!
















Roland de Vlam
























Roland de Vlam


Counsel Energy Team



Loyens & Loeff









Roland co-chairs the Loyens & Loeff Energy Team, advising energy companies and other market parties on regulatory aspects of transactions and representing his clients in court proceedings. He also participates in decision-making processes by policymakers and regulators, such as the Dutch Consumer & Market Authority (ACM). The scope of his work extends across the entire energy chain: gas (E&P, storage, LNG, transport and supply), power (generation, transport and supply), renewables, heat and CO2. Roland is a member of the Dutch Energy Law Association and regularly publishes on Energy law-related topics.
















Jan Willem Zwang
























Jan Willem Zwang


Energy Trendwatcher



Stratergy









Jan Willem has over 20 years of experience in the energy market and worked for some of the larger utilities. Early 2020, Jan Willem sold his previous companies Greenspread and Greencrowd to private equity concern NPM Capital. Since his departure in October 2020, Jan Willem works as an independent consultant at Stratergy. Stratergy advises funds, banks, utilities, and large consumers and producers of energy and specializes in maximizing asset value and minimizing financial risk.
















Wouter van den Akker
























Wouter van den Akker


Manager Strategy



Alliander
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Wannes Devillé
























Wannes Devillé


Sr Grid Specialist



Novar
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Jan-Phillip Kock
























Jan-Phillip Kock


Investment Strategy Manager



Encavis









Jan-Phillip is part of Encavis AG’s investment team and based in Hamburg, Germany. Since joining the German IPP in 2020 he has lead PV transactions in Germany, The Netherlands and Spain where he was responsible for contract negotiations (SPA, EPC, Project Financing, etc.), due diligence process and financial valuation. Jan-Phillip is particularly interested in creating client-driven, subsidy-free business cases for renewables.
















Tom van Dorp
























Tom van Dorp


CEO



SolarEnergyWorks B.V.









Tom van Dorp is CEO of SolarEnergyWorks, a Dutch company that advises, connects and represents companies seeking to turn these opportunities into projects. Their team consists of specialist with extensive experience and knowledge in project development, financial and tax structuring.
'The solar energy market has a bright future. The international need to deploy renewable energy is becoming larger and clearer to the public and politics. Especially in 2023/2024, large solar parks will be realized in the Netherlands. This will continue in the coming years given the Dutch CO2 targets to be met.'
















Eelco Hoogduin
























Eelco Hoogduin


Managing Director



Zonnepark Services Nederland









Eelco Hoogduin is managing director of Zonnepark Services Nederland B.V. After his studies in aquatic ecotechnology and industrial ecology, he started his career in C&I solar PV in 2012. After some years of working for a large C&I EPC, as a business developer and project manager, he organized worldwide business events on solar asset management for Solarplaza. In 2017 he became director of asset management at Rooftop Energy, where he was responsible for more than hundred C&I and utility scale solar assets. This company has been acquired by a large private equity firm, and has rolled out a successful buy and build strategy, including acquisitions of two solar developers and several companies in the broader electricity landscape. Since 2021, he is managing director of Zonnepark Services Nederland, a joint venture between GOLDBECK Solar and Chint Solar, which is the leading solar O&M provider in The Netherlands with over a gigawatt of contracted capacity.
















Mark van Rij
























Mark van Rij


Head Business Netherlands



Chint Solar









Mark is the Head of Business for Chint Solar in The Netherlands and responsible for the Dutch activities of the company including the development and execution of ground mounted solar projects. He has over 17 years experience in the renewable energy development industry developing wind and solar farms world-wide, with a focus on the UK, Australia and currently The Netherlands. With over 12 years of senior management and business leader roles, Mark offers deep experience in the international renewable energy industry.
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attendees
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Program Overview








Strengthen your know-how and Solidify your Network in the Dutch PV Market

Fueled by market research, inspired by local consultation, and tailored for our professional audience, the content-rich event program takes stock of the challenges and opportunities of the Dutch PV market.




















SESSION 1 The future is Here: Discussing the Solar Energy Transition





SESSION 2A Navigating the Business opportunities of the Energy Market





WORKSHOPS Here and Now: Groundwork for the Future





SESSION 3A The Solar Park of the Future: Successful Case Studies





SESSION 3B Practical Lessons on How to Make a Profitable Solar Business Case





SESSION 4 The Next 15 years: Closing the Loop





























Full Program 
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Eline Fleur Speklé


Policy Officer Energy Transition




























Eline Fleur Speklé


Policy Officer Energy Transition



Dutch Ministry of Economics and Climate









Eline Fleur Speklé is a policy officer for the energy transition at the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate Policy. She has a legal background, with a Master's degree from Edinburgh University in Global Environment and Climate Change Law. In her current position, she focuses on the SDE++ subsidy for solar and wind energy, as well as improving the link between the energy transition and the transition towards a circular economy. She is passionate about pursuing a just and sustainable energy transition and incorporates this in her work.























Joris Besseling


Market Development, Customer & Markets




























Joris Besseling


Market Development, Customer & Markets
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Wouter van den Akker


Manager Strategy




























Wouter van den Akker


Manager Strategy



Alliander
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Larissa Gunst


Structurer and Originator




























Larissa Gunst


Structurer and Originator



Eneco Energy Trade









Larissa Gunst is a structurer and originator at Eneco Energy Trade concentrating on Dutch Solar. She started in 2016 as an operational meteorologist supporting renewables forecasting and both short and long term trading based on the weather. She made the move to originator to be able to make more impact on the energy transition. Next to her focus on Dutch solar and curtailment Larissa is setting up origination in Spain.























Alexander Roepers


Manager E-Mobility




























Alexander Roepers


Manager E-Mobility



Greenchoice









Alexander Roepers is Manager E-Mobility, responsible for the E-Mobility team of Greenchoice.
In his current role he is responsible for the development and scaling of propositions for consumer as well as for businesses. Common ground is the smart integration and combining of EV-charging infrastructure with solar and/or storage. He holds a Master’s degree in Economics and is highly experienced in commercial & business development roles in various industries, formulating strategies & investment plans, implementing and executing them. Prior to this role he was a.o. responsible for acquisition and financing of windfarms, setting up strategic partnerships and he is one of the initiators and responsible for multiple large scale battery storage projects for Greenchoice.























Eric Tonnaer


Project Engineer & Construction Manager




























Eric Tonnaer


Project Engineer & Construction Manager



Vattenfall









At Vattenfall, Eric is focussing on multidisciplinary solar parks. He holds a MSc. in Energy Science and a MSc. in Business Economics. Both within Vattenfall and in numerous associations, he is a strong supporter of Agrivoltaics. Within Holland Solar, he is the chairman of the working group Ecology, and he is also an active member within the Solar Power Europe Working Group Agrisolar. Moreover, he is a part of projects such as Symbizon and EcoCertified.
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Post-Show Report


Solarplaza Summit Netherlands 2023

July 2023

Download this post-show report to review key numbers about the event, as well as interesting testimonials!
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Article


Overcoming Grid Congestion: Clearing the Road to Connect New Dutch Solar Capacity - Key Takeaways

April 2023

During the webinar, Wannes Devillé and Gertjan Mulder answered key questions on the state of the Dutch energy grid. Read more about the key takeaways.


Grid congestion
Rooftop Solar
Grid Operations
enexis
Novar












Webinar


Overcoming Grid Congestion: Clearing the Road to Connect New Dutch Solar Capacity

March 2023


Recordings 


Join this webinar to hear from experts how to tackle the problem of grid congestion and discover numerous possible solutions.


Grid congestion
Europe
Netherlands












White Paper


The Price We Pay: How European Power Pricing Will Impact the Dutch Solar Business Case

March 2023

Discover how solar business finance in the Netherlands can adjust to a shifting European energy market, despite challenges.


Pricing Dynamics
Solar PV
Asset Management
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Utility-scale












Infographic


PV Market Overview The Netherlands 2023

February 2023

This latest infographic will give you the overview you need of the Dutch PV market.
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Post-Show Report


Solarplaza Summit The Netherlands

August 2022

This year, the Summit's topics revolved around the financial landscape for solar in the Netherlands, and the market outlook for a post-subsidy era.














Webinar


The Dutch Power Market Explained: New Trends in Energy Pricing

June 2022


Recordings 


Check out the recordings of this webinar to get a deeper understanding of the new dynamics of the Dutch power market.
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Investment
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Data Analysis


Top 30 Rooftop Solar Projects in the Netherlands 2022

April 2022

The Netherlands is going big on solar, and even bigger when it comes to commercial rooftop solar projects.


Solar PV
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Infographic


The (Current) Dutch Solar PV Market Explained

March 2022

Our latest infographic offers a concise and complete overview of the current state of the Dutch solar PV market.
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Video


ROI and LCOE Costs of Solar Projects

December 2021

Watch Stefan while he proposes how project developers, IPPs, Utilities and EPCs can tackle the current Dutch PV market challenges.


LCOE
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Video


Up Close with Solarplaza: Andrea Barber on Digital Solutions for the Green Energy Transition

November 2021

In this episode hear Andrea Barber discuss the high potential of smart digital solutions and RatedPower's powerfully-rated software.
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White Paper


Agriculture and Solar Synergy: Agri-PV as Efficient Solution for PV Plant Design

October 2021

Discover more on how agriculture and solar synergy works, as well as the benefits and challenges of such solar projects are.


Renewable Energy Targets
Solar PV
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White Paper


Solar Market Snapshot 2021

August 2021
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Video


David Johann on Large-Scale Solar Projects & Operational Efficiency in Europe

July 2021

Hear from David Johann who discuss how to overcome one of the biggest risks encountered in large-scale solar projects through operational efficiency.
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Article


Why Bigger is Better when it comes to Solar Panels

July 2021

Find out more on why larger solar projects can lead to more benefits and why it is good new for the Dutch solar industry
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Webinar


Mitigating Critical Financial Risks in Dutch Solar Project Development

June 2021


Recordings 


Learn more about the most critical (financial) challenges related to solar project development in the Dutch PV market.


Solar PV
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Webinar


Local Participation and Cooperation in the Dutch PV Market

May 2021


Recordings 


Watch these webinar recordings to discover insights on the role of local communities and cooperatives in realizing solar energy projects.
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Europe
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Data Analysis


Top 40 Solar Projects Under Construction The Netherlands

April 2021




Project Development
Construction
Carport
Utility-scale
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Webinar


The Dutch Solar PV Market

March 2021


Recordings 
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Video


Fire Safety, Insurance, and Rooftop Maintenance

March 2021

Hear Edwin talk with Harry Wolkenfelt about insurance challenges, fire safety and rooftop maintenance.


Solar PV
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Post-Show Report


The Solar Future The Netherlands 2020

January 2021

Download this post-show report to review key numbers about the event, as well as interesting testimonials!
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White Paper


A Fireproof Business

January 2021
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Article


Netherlands third fastest growing solar market in Europe

May 2019
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Article


'Dutch Solar will beat coal power prices in 2021'

May 2018

Discover more on how solar prices are predicted to be affected in 2021
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Article


Dutch Solar Market Can Compete Subsidy Free in 2020

May 2017
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Article


Boosting Dutch PV-market hotspot in Europe

April 2017
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Be the first to know

and stay ahead


Keep me posted





Leave us your email address and we will make sure you are always up to date about the latest developments, our upcoming event and exclusive promotional offers.



And don’t worry, you are in control of what you receive at any given time via our email preference center.













	
 Pre-Conference Networking Event 

	
 Event Venue 



















Pre-Conference Networking Event

De Kop van Oost


 10 May 19:00
- 22:00


 Zeeburgerpad 1, 1018 AH Amsterdam


De Kop van Oost, located close to the centre of Amsterdam, is a lovely restaurant with a beautiful view on the canal.



Website 




Phone 

























Event Venue

DeLaMar Theater


 11 May 09:00
- 18:00


 Marnixstraat 402, 1017 PL Amsterdam


DeLaMar Theater is a performing arts theatre, located in the bustling center of Amsterdam. The contemporary glass-fronted theater is visited for plays, musicals, comedy & dance.



Website 




Phone 
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Opportunities 










Lead Partner

LONGi
















Lead Partner

Sungrow
















Lead Partner

GroenLeven
















Sli.Do Partner

Enerparc AG
















Coffee Partner

SENS / Iqony
















Partner

BELECTRIC
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Risen Energy
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Trina Solar
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KiesZon
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Loyens & Loeff
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Hopewind
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Stäubli
















Partner

Vattenfall
















Partner

Klimaatfonds Nederland
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Eneco
















Partner

Solora
















Exhibition Partner

Chint Solar
















Branding Partner

PVO International











Media Partners









Media Partner

Renewables Now
















Need any help?

We got you. Send out an email to our team and we are here to help.













Manoela Hartung


Project Manager


For questions about the program and content of the event:

[email protected]

















Ward Schuuring


Business Developer


For questions regarding partnership opportunities:

[email protected]

















Jessica Medina


Project Coordinator


For practical questions regarding our activities:

[email protected]


















Keep me posted


Leave us your email address and we will make sure you are always up to date about the latest developments, our upcoming event and exclusive promotional offers.
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Leave us your email address and we will make sure you are always up to date about the latest developments, our upcoming event and exclusive promotional offers.
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Privacy Policy

	
Cookie Policy

	
Terms & Conditions












Our cookies feed the sun


They let us give you a better experience, and help us improve our products.
We won’t turn them on unless you say yes!
After all it’s our business to accelerate the sustainable energy transition.








Necessary



Ensure that our website functions properly. They cannot be disabled.





Marketing



Used to track visitors across our website and to display more relevant ads.





Analytical



Help us understand how visitors interact with our website.
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